WLC 101A - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I: ARABIC
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101F - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101G - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I: GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101J - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I: JAPANESE
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101MS - INTRO TO MEDICAL SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts with special emphasis on medical terminology and tasks. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101R - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I: RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 101S - INTRO FOREIGN LANG I: SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. No prerequisites.

WLC 102A - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: ARABIC
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101A or placement by exam.

WLC 102F - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101F or placement by exam.

WLC 102G - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101G or placement by exam.

WLC 102J - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: JAPANESE
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101J or placement by exam.

WLC 102MS - INTRO TO MEDICAL SPANISH II
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts with special emphasis on medical terminology and tasks. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101MS.
WLC 102R - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: RUSSIAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101R or placement by exam.

WLC 102S - INTRO FOREIGN LANG II: SPANISH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches beginning listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 101S or placement by exam.

WLC 199A - SPECIAL TOPICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Study of special topics in world languages, literature, or culture on campus or abroad. Prerequisites: Placement by exam.

WLC 199F - SPECIAL TOPICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Study of special topics in foreign language, literature, or culture on campus or abroad. Prerequisites: Placement by exam.

WLC 199G - SPECIAL TOPICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Study of special topics in foreign language, literature, or culture on campus or abroad. Prerequisites: Placement by exam.

WLC 199J - SPECIAL TOPICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Study of special topics in world languages, literature, or culture on campus or abroad. Prerequisites: Placement by exam.

WLC 199R - SPECIAL TOPICS  
Semester Hours: 3  
Study of special topics in foreign language, literature, or culture on campus or abroad. Prerequisites: Placement by exam.

WLC 201A - INTERM FOREIGN LANG I: ARABIC  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102A or placement by exam.

WLC 201F - INTERM FOREIGN LANG: FRENCH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102F or placement by exam.

WLC 201G - INTERM FOREIGN LANG: GERMAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102G or placement by exam.

WLC 201J - INTERM FOREIGN LANG: JAPANESE  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102J or placement by exam.

WLC 201R - INTERM FOREIGN LANG: RUSSIAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102R or placement by exam.
WLC 201S - INTERM FOREIGN LANG: SPANISH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches intermediate listening, speaking, reading, and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 102S or placement by exam.

WLC 202A - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: ARABIC  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201A or placement by exam.

WLC 202F - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: FRENCH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201F or placement by exam.

WLC 202G - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: GERMAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201G or placement by exam.

WLC 202J - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: JAPANESE  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201J or placement by exam.

WLC 202R - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: RUSSIAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201R or placement by exam.

WLC 202S - INTERM FOREIGN LANG II: SPANISH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches listening, speaking, reading and writing within cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 201S or placement by exam.

WLC 204 - INTERNATIONAL CINEMA  
Semester Hours: 3  
Analyzes foreign language films centered on changing themes, such as gender issues, family, religion, children and society, the arts. Conducted in English. No prerequisite.

WLC 301A - CONVERSATION: ARABIC  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202A or placement by instructor. Prerequisite: WLC 202A.

WLC 301F - CONVERSATION: FRENCH  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202F or placement by exam.

WLC 301G - CONVERSATION: GERMAN  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202G or placement by exam.

WLC 301J - CONVERSATION: JAPANESE  
Semester Hours: 3  
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202J or placement by exam.
WLC 301R - CONVERSATION:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202R or placement by exam.

WLC 301S - CONVERSATION:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches conversational communication through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202S or placement by exam.

WLC 302F - COMPOSITION:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches writing skills through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202F or placement by exam.

WLC 302G - COMPOSITION:GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches writing skills through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202G or placement by exam.

WLC 302R - COMPOSITION:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches writing skills through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202R or placement by exam.

WLC 302S - COMPOSITION:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches writing skills through cultural texts and media. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202S or placement by exam.

WLC 303F - FOREIGN LANG LIFE & PROF:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches foreign language skills for careers in business, technology, politics, etc. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202F or placement.

WLC 303G - FOREIGN LANG LIFE & PROF:GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches foreign language skills for careers in business, technology, politics, etc. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202G or placement.

WLC 303R - FOREIGN LANG LIFE & PROF:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches foreign language skills for careers in business, technology, politics, etc. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202R or placement.

WLC 303S - FOREIGN LANG LIFE & PROF:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches foreign language skills for careers in business, technology, politics, etc. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 202S or placement.

WLC 304F - CULTURE:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches the arts, histories, social customs, and values of the target culture. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 301F or WLC 302F.

WLC 304G - CULTURE:GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches the arts, histories, social customs, and values of the target culture. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 301G or WLC 302G.

WLC 304R - CULTURE:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches the arts, histories, social customs, and values of the target culture. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 301R or WLC 302R.
WLC 304S - CULTURE:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Teaches the arts, histories, social customs, and values of the target culture. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: WLC 301S or WLC 302S.

WLC 305F - INTRO TO LITERATURE:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Introduces the literature of the target language in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 301F or WLC 302F.

WLC 305G - INTRO TO LITERATURE:GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Introduces the literature of the target language in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 301G or WLC 302G.

WLC 305R - INTRO TO LITERATURE:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Introduces the literature of the target language in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 301R or WLC 302R.

WLC 305S - INTRO TO LITERATURE:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Introduces the literature of the target language in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. Prerequisite: WLC 301S or WLC 302S.

WLC 404F - TEXTS & CONTEXTS:SEM LIT:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
In-depth study of authors, genres, or movements in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. May be repeated when taught with a different topic. Prerequisite: WLC 301F or WLC 302F.

WLC 404G - TEXTS & CONTEXTS:SEM LIT/GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
In-depth study of authors, genres, or movements in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. May be repeated when taught with a different topic. Prerequisite: WLC 301G or WLC 302G.

WLC 404R - TEXTS & CONTEXTS:SEM LIT:RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
In-depth study of authors, genres, or movements in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. May be repeated when taught with a different topic. Prerequisite: WLC 301R or WLC 302R.

WLC 404S - TEXTS & CONTEXTS:SEM LIT:SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
In-depth study of authors, genres, or movements in cultural contexts. Conducted in the target language. May be repeated when taught with a different topic. Prerequisite: WLC 301S or WLC 302S.

WLC 409 - SR SEM: COMPARATIVE LANG & CULT
Semester Hours: 3
The senior seminar will explore a special topic relevant to all world languages and cultures; examples include but are not limited to education, family, fine arts and music, food, politics. Students will compare their own language and culture to other languages and cultures, develop connections to other languages and disciplines, and cultivate an understanding of and appreciation for world cultures and communities with the aim of understanding that there are multiple ways of viewing the world. This is the capstone course for majors who opt out of completing an international internship (WLC 410). Prerequisites: Two 300-level WLC courses and senior standing.

WLC 410 - INT'L INTERN:COMP LANG/CULT
Semester Hours: 3-6
Capstone for majors, offering practical experience in commercial or public organizations domestically or abroad. Conducted in English. Prerequisite: WLC 303.

WLC 499F - INDEPENDENT STUDY:FRENCH
Semester Hours: 3
Independent study and/or study abroad. Prerequisite: WLC 202F.

WLC 499G - INDEPENDENT STUDY:GERMAN
Semester Hours: 3
Independent study and/or study abroad. Prerequisite: WLC 202G.
WLC 499R - INDEPENDENT STUDY: RUSSIAN
Semester Hours: 3
Independent study and/or study abroad. Prerequisite: WLC 202R.

WLC 499S - INDEPENDENT STUDY: SPANISH
Semester Hours: 3
Independent study and/or study abroad. Prerequisite: WLC 202S.